Abstract-This paper presents methods to automatically classify ground penetrating radar (GPR) images of crevasses on ice sheets. We use a combination of support vector machines (SVMs) and hidden Markov models (HMMs) with down sampling, a preprocessing step that is unbiased and suitable for real-time analysis and detection. We perform modified crossvalidation experiments with 129 examples of Greenland GPR imagery from 2012, collected by a lightweight robot towing a GPR. In order to minimize false positives, an HMM classifier is trained to prescreen the data and mark locations in the GPR files to evaluate with an SVM, and we evaluate the classification results with a similar modified cross-validation technique. The combined HMM-SVM method retains all of the correct classifications by the SVM, and reduces the false positive rate to 0.0007. This method also reduces the computational burden in classifying GPR traces because the SVM is evaluated only on select prescreened traces. Our experiments demonstrate the promise, robustness, and reliability of real-time crevasse detection and classification with robotic GPR surveys.
across the top or mouth of the crevasse as it slowly opens, and the resulting snow bridge can disguise the presence of the underlying void. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been used successfully to detect hidden crevasses and other voids in ice sheets [1] . The standard method mounts a GPR antenna in front of a lightweight tractor, and a human operator interprets the returning radar signals for evidence of underlying crevasses as the vehicle executes a survey pattern. Detection probability depends on operator skill, attentiveness, crevasse structure, and GPR approach angle. Long survey hours, a short interval (3-4 s) to halt the vehicle safely, and the severe consequences of undetected crevasses place enormous demands on the GPR operator.
Reference [2] summarizes a number of successful deployments of our GPR-survey robot, Yeti, for collecting radar data in support of GPR of traverses in Greenland and Antarctica and of remediation efforts for the Old South Pole Station. Here, we present means to automate GPR-based crevasse detection using machine-learning algorithms operating on the incoming data stream. Recognizing the operational requirements, we select algorithms that can run in real time to complement or replace human interpretation of the same data. The methods show promise to provide reliable detection of crevasses in Polar ice sheets while improving safety for field personnel.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Ground Penetrating Radar
Crevasse detection lies in a broader field of nondestructive detection of underground targets. GPR provides many desirable characteristics, including fast detection time, compact instrument, and ability to retain target integrity after detection. Disadvantages of GPR include limited resolution, dispersion and attenuation of the signal in lossy or inhomogeneous media, and need for nontrivial signal processing to locate or resolve the target [3] .
The fundamental GPR signals are single pulses of electromagnetic energy directed at the ground. The geometry of the antenna determines the properties of the energy wave emitted. Each individual datum collected by a GPR unit is a vector of voltage amplitudes that represent reflections of the transmitted electromagnetic energy from the subsurface and any targets. Reflections occur due to inhomogeneous media containing dielectric discontinuities. Any point in the subsurface that contains an interface between two different media will cause a reflection. When energy is incident upon a discontinuity of a size on the order of the energy's wavelength, spreading of the waves occurs. When the energy spreads, each point along the discontinuity becomes the source of a new spherical energy wave, and these multiple waves produce a constructive interference pattern. The combined phenomenon of wave spreading and interference is called diffraction [1] , [4] .
An antenna pair consisting of a transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) antenna are separated by a fixed distance and mounted on a moving platform. As the reflections return to the receiving antenna, their amplitudes are sampled and mapped to depth using an assumed dielectric permittivity ε, and recorded sequentially at a fixed trace-acquisition rate. As the antenna pair moves forward, reflections recorded as time series with distance travelled are collectively called a radargram, which reveals spatial and temporal patterns in the subsurface reflections with depth, distance, and time. The individual trace contributions to the spatio-temporal patterns in a radargram are produced by the wave transformations shown in Fig. 1 .
B. Crevasse Radargrams
Crevasse radargrams have three prominent spatiotemporal patterns that operators use to identify a crevasse [4] : 1) an interruption in smooth, undulating reflections produced by variable snow density layers by strong hyperbolic diffractions; 2) a pronounced vertical column or wedge with consistently low amplitude returns, resulting from the void in the firn preventing reflection returns; and 3) a thin layer of firn (snow older than one year) above the void column, representing a snow bridge above the void. Fig. 2 summarizes the three spatio-temporal patterns present in a radargram that are indicative of a crevasse. Clear snow and firn is characterized by textured diffractions with approximately horizontal features associated with the firn layering. A series of strong, hyperbolic diffractions from the stratified vertical crevasse walls, the apex at depth, and ice formations under the snow bridge, results in proximity to the void. Their hyperbolic shape originates from the size of the radar illumination ellipse and decrease in time delay of the target as it is approached. As the radar transects the void of the crevasse, a prominent decrease in the return signal amplitude occurs, and corresponds roughly to the width of the crevasse. These reflection characteristics are consistent with objects from other interested fields.
C. Crevasse Characteristics
Crevasses form on glaciers due to shear and tensile stress caused by ice movement. The rheology of ice is viscoelastic, and therefore flowing glaciers exhibit both plastic deformation and brittle fracture, the latter of which results in crevassing. Crevasses begin as small cracks in ice or firn, where net stresses and strain rates have accumulated above a necessary critical value and growth of the crack counteracts that stress. Once an initial crack has developed, stresses concentrate at the tip of the crack, causing it to penetrate deeper, and results in a positive feedback loop. Extending flow-down glacier causes crevasses to widen [5] .
An ideal crevasse takes the shape of an inverted wedge, tapering to zero width at its base. The wedge-shaped geometry becomes irregular with age due to ablation and hardening of the walls, nonuniform distortion from ice flow, partial infilling with snow or meltwater, or ice lenses migrated out from walls [6] . Crevasses often open slowly enough that frequent snowstorms bridge snow across the mouth. The bridge snow plastically deforms as the crevasse continues to open, and additional snow drifts flush with the surface. After several iterations of drifting and packing, these bridges can range from a few centimeters to several meters in thickness [4] . Fig. 3 shows a schematic of a crevasse cross section, with pertinent areas labeled.
During the summer months, many of the snow bridges sag over the crevasse mouths due to ablation and warmer temperatures. Thinner bridges may ablate completely, and older, more brittle bridges can collapse and partially infill the crevasse. Partial or full collapse of a snow bridge combined with new formation in the accumulation months can give rise to multiple bridges or pockets of air within bridge layers [1] . Fig. 3 . Crevasse cross-sectional view. Note sagging and possible collapse of current and old snow bridges, and the result on the internal geometry. Snow layering is equivalent to density variation in upper firn layers.
Meltwater percolating around and into a crevasse also affects internal geometry [7] .
D. State-of-the-Art Crevasse Reconnaissance
High-resolution satellite imagery of crevassed regions is available, typically from WorldView-1 or WorldView-2 satellites with 0.5-m panchromatic resolution. Snow bridges that are sagging, ablated, or collapsed appear as shadows on the image, provided they are within the resolution limit and sun azimuth is appropriately off-nadir. Other terrain features that typically lead to crevassing, such as ice streams and moraines, are marked as areas to avoid. This establishes a baseline crevasse map from which a preliminary route is conceived, but is not sufficient to identify all crevasses. Wind drifts and sastrugi can often be mistaken for crevasses in satellite imagery, and crevasses that do not have sagging or collapsed bridges are invisible. Due to the limited resolution of available imagery, crevasses narrower than 0.5 m are also unidentifiable. The aforementioned complications are also the case for aerial photography of ice sheets. The unreliability of imagery-based methods for crevasse detection necessitates surface-based nondestructive reconnaissance.
The current protocol for GPR-based crevasse detection and characterization typically employs one or more human GPR operators on a mid-weight tractor traveling at 1.4−2 m/s, accompanied by a mountaineer on snow machine for groundtruth measurements and emergency rescue. The GPR antenna pair is mounted to the front of the tractor on a 6-m boom, suspended in an inner tube for protection from the rough surface features. Sequential scans collected along a potential route are displayed to the operator as a real-time scrolling radargram, in which the voltage amplitudes are mapped to gray or intensity values, and the reflection time-of-flight values are mapped to vertical depth into the surface. This configuration provides only a 3-s operator response time before the vehicle is directly upon a hidden crevasse's snow bridge [1] . The processing and classification of GPR images is performed by eye, and is heavily contingent upon operator expertise, subjectivity, and human factors related risks such as boredom, eye fatigue, cold, and reaction time.
Once the radar operator identifies a crevasse, he halts and reports rough estimates of the crevasse location, depth, width, and snow bridge thickness. The mountaineer may take measurements using a snow probe or hot water drill if the operator cannot determine these parameters from the GPR data. Occasionally, based on crevasse width and snow bridge thickness, the operator may determine that a crevasse can be crossed. If a crevasse cannot be crossed, the team investigates a different route, or if no route can be found, the crevasse is blasted open and filled with snow. Depending upon the size and complexity of the crevasse field, mapping, and routefinding may require up to 2 weeks of 12-h days.
E. Yeti Robot for Autonomous GPR Surveys
Yeti is an 81-kg battery-powered autonomous rover, designed to carry out GPR crevasse detection surveys [2] . His maximum ground speed is 2 m/s and onboard batteries power 3-4 h of runtime at 3/4 maximum speed, which is used for GPR surveys. Yeti's passive articulating chassis allows the robot to maintain four wheel contact in rough terrain, and he has a 1 m × 1 m footprint with low ground pressure to prevent breaking snow bridges. Yeti can operate in both manual and autonomous mode via radio link and GPS, wherein the latter mode he follows waypoints. A 400-MHz GPR antenna pair is suspended in an inflated inner tube for protection, attached to Yeti's rear end with two PVC pipes, and the control unit is situated in his back bay. Fig. 4 shows Yeti near McMurdo Station, Antarctica, in 2010, and the Pisten Bully tractor outfitted with the current GPR protocol.
III. GPR PREPROCESSING FOR CREVASSE DETECTION
Pre and postprocessing of GPR data is an important area of research, and is one of the most critical steps in radargram analysis, either in real time or post hoc. There are several trade-offs between minimizing subjective processing due to operator/analyzer bias, and maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio to retain the original features present in the image. The preferred scheme is typically that which minimizes the number of processing steps and their complexity [3] , and is a strategy we adopt. We consider objective preprocessing to include normalization with respect to a trace's mean, mean subtraction, and downsampling. As much as possible, we avoid biased techniques, such as thresholds, moving-window filters, and typical image processing algorithms such as edge detection, Fourier transforms, and migration [8] . This ensures that the model is as objective and unbiased to operator preference as possible [3] . In addition, these preprocessing methods must be appropriate for real-time classification. Many image processing techniques require an entire radargram to compute features, which is generally not acceptable for real-time capability. The criterion of suitability for real-time processing as data are acquired is met by only using processes that operate on each trace individually in the time domain (y-axis), or on small blocks of traces that are output simultaneously by the GPR control buffer.
The most basic preprocessing steps are performed on each trace in real time within the control unit, and include: 1) automatic gain correction (AGC) to increase the magnitude of attenuated or dispersed reflections from deeper structures; 2) high-pass filtering to remove dc bias (sometimes referred to as "de-wow") with a cut-off frequency that is below the bandwidth of the signal; and 3) band-pass filtering to remove very high and very low frequency noise. These steps are most often performed automatically, and are considered to introduce minimal operator bias to the data [3] .
Several authors suggest downsampling of GPR data [9] - [11] , and indeed when the radargrams are downsampled, a more visually contrasted crevasse image is produced. The extent of downsampling is dependent upon the snow and firn stratigraphy. For the dataset used in this study, the time window is 120 ns, and 512 samples are collected in each window, providing four samples per nanosecond. A 400-MHz radar center frequency translates to 10 samples per cycle. Therefore, the radargrams are downsampled by 8. In order to retain depth resolution, each value within the downsampling interval is replaced with the interval minimum value. Additional preprocessing experiments considered include texture mapping [12] , [13] and are described in [14] .
IV. MACHINE LEARNING
All machine learning processes require at least two steps: 1) a stage of inference, wherein training data are used to learn a model and 2) a prediction stage, wherein the model is evaluated on new test examples in order to predict their class or value. The end goal of any machine learning algorithm is to correctly assign a class or output value to new input data, which can be accomplished by building models that minimize misclassification error, maximize the likelihood of the model, or implement various other objectives.
A. Notation
For machine learning problems, the dataset D is a set of random variables, which is split into two subsets of inputs X and outputs y, such that the structure of one example datum is in the form of an ordered pair of variables {x; y}. Each input variable x is usually multidimensional, where each dimension is a "feature" of the variable. The output y is the scalar class label to which the input variable belongs, and may or may not be known a priori. The variable naming conventions are as follows: T , the goal is to predict the correct class labelŷ.
B. Support Vector Machine
Three types of classifiers are investigated in [14] for crevasse detection: 1) support vector machines (SVMs); 2) logistic regression; and 3) Bayes' networks representing the three broad classes of machine learning models. Results of that study supported SVMs as providing the best overall true positive rate (TPR) with the lowest false positive (FP) or "false alarm" rate. Additionally, the SVM is inherently a binary classifier, and we pose crevasse detection as a binary classification task. SVMs are maximum margin classifiers, because the algorithm seeks to find a linear decision line and margin that maximally separates two groups of data points from each class. Points that are closest to the decision line are used to construct the margin, and are called support vectors. If the training data are n-dimensional, the decision line is an n − 1 dimensional hyperplane. Since y ∈ {−1, 1}, we can use the values to construct an objective function and constraints that define the hyperplanes, which are of the general form y(x) = w T x + b. w defines the slope of the optimal decision hyperplane, to which it is orthogonal, and b is a scalar bias.
constrains the data points to the correct side of the decision line, creating two decision regions, while maintaining that the closest points to the decision line are those for which y i w T x i + b = 1 is true, and are support vectors. The quadratic programming problem is stated as arg min
of which can be found in [15] . The margin width is found by computing the scale invariant perpendicular distance between the support vectors and a point on the decision function, and is equal to 2/w T w.
C. Hidden Markov Model
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are one of the most common probabilistic generative algorithms used for time series data. Example data are modeled as probability distributions, and the "system" from which they are produced is modeled as state diagram. The system advances through states in time, which are not observable (i.e., hidden), and each state is assumed to produce certain observable examples according to a probability distribution. Using a latent variable model allows the use of joint distributions instead of marginal distributions, which is beneficial because the former are easier to compute from the data than the latter, due to simplifications in Bayes' rule. Disadvantages of using HMMs, and any model using Gaussian distributions, are problems that arise when the problem is ill-posed, most often a result of an insufficient amount of data.
An advantage of HMMs is that observations are not independent, but rather are related through the Markov prop-
where q is the state. This property allows for nonindependence of observations, while still allowing for simplification of joint probability computations.
The notation most commonly used for HMMs is as follows [16] : S is the set of states in the model, called the state space, and N s is the number of states S ≡ {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s Ns }. States can either be arbitrary or can be loosely related to a physical meaning. Q is the hidden state sequence through which the system advances, and N is the length of the state sequence Q ≡ {q 1 
is a set of prior probabilities that describe the initial state of the model. A is the transition matrix, where a i,j ≡ p(q n+1 = s j |q n = s i ), describes the probabilities with which one state will transition to another. The probabilities are conditional, due to the Markov property. B is the emission matrix, with b i (x n ) ≡ p(x n |q n = s i ) and describes the likelihood with which a certain observation x will occur in state s i . b i (x) are a set of probability density functions (often Gaussian) in the observation space. They are parameterized by their mean value μ and covariance Σ.
V. MACHINE LEARNING FOR GPR
Automatic target detection in GPR data using machine learning is an active area of research, especially for detecting land mines and unexploded ordinances nondestructively [17] , [18] . The crevasse detection problem shares similar goals with mine detection, with some notable differences. While details on UXO detection from GPR data are beyond the scope of this paper, we describe the inherent differences in the crevasse detection problem that justify our methods.
A. Context-Specific Advantages and Challenges
The crevasse detection problem has several advantages over other target detection applications. First, is a dielectric medium that is relatively lossless compared to concrete, sand, or soil. The conductivity of pure freshwater ice is on the order of 10 −5 −10 −6 mS/m at 100 MHz, as compared to 1-10, 10 −4 −1, and 5 for concrete, sand, and generic soil, respectively [3] . As a result, radar returns in ice are much stronger and can penetrate deeper than in other media. Second, ice tends to be more homogeneous than other media, though it still contains impurities, e.g., include air bubbles, microcracks, liquid water, or collections of ions or air particles. The impurities are rarely of a size that produces clutter. In contrast, other media have many varying particle sizes, and are composed of materials with varying electric parameters causing unexpected effects in radar returns [3] . Third, crevasses generally have an expected and consistent geometry, namely an inverted wedge with a snow bridge and hardened ice walls; where mine detection must discriminate the GPR signatures from different types of mines and clutter, crevasse detection requires distinction of one type of target-the characteristic signal from a void-from background and clutter. Finally, the void of a crevasse is an approximately vertical feature, and therefore image segmentation can be avoided by classifying each vertical trace, or a sequence of vertical traces, in the depth dimension. Mine signatures are typically not characterized by vertical vectors, but by matrices of pixels.
Challenges of crevasse detection as compared to mine detection are as follows. The approach angle of the GPR antenna pair to the crevasse, called the strike angle, is important because a crevasse is not a discrete target, as is a buried mine, but rather a continuous linear void. Crevasses approached at shallow strike angles, where the direction of travel is nearparallel to the crevasse, do not present as clear signatures as those approached perpendicularly. The indistinct signatures at shallow angles result from a lack of diffractions from the ice walls, due to the size and shape of the transmitting antenna footprint. Delaney et al. [1] discovered that at approximately 60
• an expected crevasse signature is clear, but shallower angles lose the diffractions, and the void width is exaggerated by the amount of time the antenna is directly over the void. Diffractions are not present because the long axis of the antenna footprint is oriented parallel to the crack, and the short axis has a diameter of approximately 1 m at 500 MHz. If the crevasse is wider than the footprint diameter, the GPR waves will not diffract off the jagged vertical ice walls encasing the void, and the radargram will only display stratified snow disrupted briefly by the low energy void. The difference in pattern of these two classes is very subtle and difficult to detect by eye on a rapidly scrolling radargram.
The goal of our work is real-time detection, and therefore every trace within a GPR session must be classified. For offline studies, the GPR data are collected into a file in approximately 30-min intervals and total upward of 60 000 traces. Void sections can be anywhere from 20-100 traces long, and therefore, the data are extremely unbalanced with many more negative examples than positive. Unbalanced datasets result in bias towards the majority class, and therefore during training, we still must select exemplar sections of the GPR file with which to train [19] . However, the models are tested on the entire file, in order to simulate real-time classification.
We adopt a strategy of minimal processing steps and complexity, and minimal introduction of operator/analyzer bias [3] , in order to make the crevasse detection process as operatorindependent as possible. As a result, we do not collapse each 512-dimensional GPR trace into a vocabulary of features to avoid bias in feature selection and extraction. This means the example input space has a relatively high dimensionality, which can result in longer computation times.
The exact trace number where the void begins can often be indistinct and approximate, as can be seen in Fig. 2 . Gray area classes result in uncertainty in hand labels.
B. Real-Time Capability
In order for crevasse detection to be performed in real time, there are limitations on the complexity of preprocessing and machine learning algorithms. The trace acquisition rate is set where d is the dimensionality of the data. Image processing schemes, such as image segmentation and convolution, have higher computational complexities and consequently longer run-times, and for this reason are inappropriate for real-time application. Feature extraction schemes often require several complex image processing steps to compute a vocabulary, in addition to feature selection algorithms. The benefit of these processes is reduction of data dimensionality, but at the cost of increased preprocessing computation time and bias. Therefore, feature extraction was avoided in this study.
VI. DATASETS AND METHODS
A. Methods
As discussed in Section V, the angle of approach to a crevasse plays a significant role in the crevasse detection problem. In order to ensure that various strike angles were equally represented in the dataset, Yeti was programmed to execute a complex survey pattern, which we call a "rosette." In Fig. 5 , each rosette is approximately 55 m in diameter, centered at waypoints identified as crevasse crossings through earlier surveys [2] . Since each rosette has 12 petals, 0
• , 30
• , 60
• , and 90
• strike angles are obtained, with respect to crevasse extent.
B. Data
In this paper, we focus on Greenland data, wherein the crossing angle and crevasse location ground-truth information is available, as described above. The Greenland dataset includes six individual GPR files with approximately 30 min of data each. These files were collected by Yeti in the form of rosettes in 2012, and include 129 crevasse crossings. The data were collected along the Greenland Inland Traverse route from Thule Air Base to Summit Station [2] . Data from Antarctica were analyzed in [20] , [21] and include eight GPR files with approximately 30 min of data each (96 crevasse crossings), collected by Yeti and a Pisten Bully tractor in 2010.
For the Greenland dataset, we use a 400-MHz antenna with an SIR-3000 from Geophysical Survey Systems, with 40 scans per second, 512 samples per scan at 32 bits, ε = 2.7, traveling at 1.6−2.0 m/s. Sampling parameters are reported in Section III. The control unit was set with a high-pass filter cutoff frequency of 10 MHz and a band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies of 100 and 600 MHz.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Evaluation criteria for machine learning experiments are as follows: true positive: classified as "crevasse" when labeled "crevasse"; true negative (TN): classified as "no crevasse" when labeled "no crevasse"; FP: classified as "crevasse" when labeled "no crevasse"; false negative (FN): classified as "no crevasse" when labeled "crevasse." These values are generally reported as rates (ratios) in a confusion matrix. TPR is the number of true positives out of all positive examples. False positive rate (FPR) is the number of FPs out of all negative examples.
LIBSVM was used for training and testing SVM classifiers [22] and open source software was used to train and test HMM classifiers [23] .
A. SVM Experiments and Results
The SVM is trained to identify diffractions as "no crevasse" and void as "crevasse," i.e., binary classification. Firn is not included in the training. A linear kernel function and soft margin cost C = 1 is used. Due to the sequential nature of the data, a confusion matrix alone does not describe classification performance well. As discussed above, the handlabeling process is biased and approximate, and the void region could be considered wider or narrower than that defined by a particular hand-labeling process. Since we wish to evaluate the entire sequence of predicted classes and not each result individually, the SVM may produce "FPs" outside the approximate void region, or "FNs" within simply due to uncertainty in the hand labeling process. Thus, in addition to quantitative measures, we visually present an entire crevasse as a test example, and plot the classifier's predictions sequentially with the hand-labeled classes for comparison. An additional detection criterion is needed to classify a sequence of traces as one "crevasse" instance, such as a voting scheme with a proximity margin.
In order to approximate the generalization error of a model trained on preclassified examples, we perform modified leave-one-out cross-validation experiments. Cross-validation iteratively partitions the total available dataset into testing and training sets, and evaluates the errors by comparing the "known" class labels with the predicted labels. Each iteration uses an example once and only once as the testing set, and uses the other remaining examples to train the model. This procedure ensures that each error computed is the testing error, not training error; in other words, a model is never evaluated on an example that was used to build it. This is important because the training error (trained and tested on the same data) is generally much lower than the testing error (tested on new, unseen data).
Traditionally, leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) removes only one example trace from the dataset and trains on the rest; however, since we are concerned with the sequence of predictions comprising a crevasse rather than individual trace classifications, our LOOCV procedure leaves out an entire crevasse instance (sequence of traces representing a crevasse) during each iteration, and trains with the remaining. Fig. 6 shows the results of the LOOCV iteration for Rosette 3. The results are consistent for all rosettes except Rosette 6, discussed in Section VIII. The classification results are plotted on the downsampled radargram for clarity. A distinct sequence of correct "crevasse" predictions is considered correct classification of the entire crevasse and a distinct sequence of incorrect "crevasse" classifications is considered a FP. Flat regions of "no crevasse" predictions within the void are considered an FN.
Of the 24 crevasse crossings, 23 were correctly identified by the SVM. c13 was the only FN. A FP classification occurred in the diffraction regions after c8, before c9 and after c11. c4, c5, c6, c9, c15, and c16 were shallow angle crossings. In some cases, only one trace within the void of a crevasse is correctly classified as "void," and thus we define this case as a "weak true positive." For example, c18, c21, and c23 only classified one trace as "crevasse" within the void region. Similarly, single spike FPs we call "weak FPs." Since only diffractions and voids were used to train and test the classifier, we performed an additional experiment that evaluated the SVM on entire rosette files, in order to fairly compare results to other classifiers run on the entire file. As would be expected, the FPR for the entire file is higher than that for the individual crossings, because firn is less separable from void than diffractions, and was not used to train the model. Table I quantifies the results for cross-validation of all six rosettes for crossings only and also entire files. There were no outliers; all measurements were within two standard deviations of the mean.
B. HMM Experiments and Results
During the modeling stage, one HMM is computed for each type of sequence, "crevasse" or "no crevasse." A "crevasse" model is computed with diffractions, and the "no crevasse" model is computed with firn. During the inference stage, each model's likelihood is computed for a test sequence X, and the model with the highest likelihood is chosen. Only binary Computation of each HMM is performed using the Viterbi algorithm [24] . Sequence lengths for diffraction and firn areas range from 200 to 400 traces, corresponding to 5-10 s. HMMs allow for warping in the signal on the time axis, which is important because all diffraction signatures are not the same length in time, and can be compressed or stretched based on the properties of the crevasse. Fig. 7 depicts how the HMMs are computed on crevasse data. When attempting to compute a model for a void sequence, it was found that the Σ matrix, which must be inverted, is not positive definite owing to the zero or near-zero standard deviations for void data; therefore, a void model was not used in HMM classification.
HMMs are an unsupervised learning method, therefore hand labeling of crevasse traces is not required. However, to evaluate the classifier results one must know which model is correct a-priori. Therefore, the same evaluation criteria as the SVM are applied to an entire observation sequence, rather than each individual trace. For each GPR file, containing both crevasses and firn, single HMM experiments involve evaluating the computed HMMs on a moving window of GPR traces, to simulate scrolling GPR data. Each set of traces contained in the moving window is used as the test sequence X. The choice of number of states is difficult, and is often made depending upon the nature of the modeled signal [16] . Since hidden states do not necessarily correspond to a physical phenomenon, the number is often empirical. In order for the Baum-Welsh learning algorithm to acquire enough data to assign meaningful probabilities to state transition and observation matrices, each state should be associated with several observations before undergoing a transition to another state [25] . In addition, the estimated log likelihoods p(X|λ d ) and p(X|λ f ) should have a large separation, indicating good discrimination between models. In this study, investigation into the number of HMM states was performed for 2-20 states each for firn and crevasse, and the evaluation of a true positive was defined as testing for firn, i.e., p(X = "firn"|λ f ) vs. p(X = "firn"|λ c ), and assigning the class X with the higher log likelihood. Additionally, the evaluation of a true positive as testing the alarm case was evaluated p(X = "crevasse"|λ f ) versus p(X = "crevasse"|λ c ), where the presence of diffractions indicates an impending crevasse. These results provided hidden state combinations (n f , n d ) that yielded the maximum probability of detection, where n f is the number of states in the firn model and n d is the number of states in the diffraction model. Based on results of this study, (n f , n d ) = (2,7) was selected for the best trade-off between model complexity and TPR [14] . The HMM training was initialized with randomized starting values for Θ with prior probabilities of each state summing to one.
The HMM is used to discriminate between diffractions and firn. Each HMM was evaluated on an entire rosette file, approximately 60 000 traces, in the aforementioned scrolling manner. Fig. 8 shows a schematic of the different types of results obtained, and how they are evaluated. Fig. 8(a) shows the types of results obtained for the crevasse case. Since the HMMs were computed on varying lengths of diffractions and firn and evaluated on a fixed size window, classification of the void as either diffraction or firn is not considered a misclassification, as the window contains both types of traces. Three cases of true positives (TP1, TP2, and TP3) were seen, as well as FP, FN, and TN cases. The first true positive case (TP1) occurred when the HMM classified both sides of the diffractions correctly, including the void. This situation arose when the void was very narrow. The second true positive case (TP2) represents correct classification of only one side of the diffractions. The third true positive case (TP3) we consider to be the strongest classification type, wherein only the diffractions are correctly classified, and the void is not included. This case occurred most often when the void was wide, such as in shallow angle crevasses. The FN case failed to classify the diffractions correctly. Fig. 8(b) shows the types of results obtained for the firn case. FPs occurred when the HMM classified firn as diffractions, and TNs occurred when the HMM correctly classified the firn. Though the diffraction HMM was trained on observation sequences that were left to right, it correctly classifies right to left diffraction sequences. Table II quantifies the results for all rosettes. It is clear that Rosette 6 is an outlier, since its TPR and FPR are not within two standard deviations of the mean. The first case of true positive is the most frequent, followed by the third, then the second.
C. Combined SVM-HMM Experiments
Due to the computational complexity of some machine learning algorithms, it is prudent to save computational resources by implementing a prescreener that is less complex, followed by a more extensive confirmation step. A simple energy threshold can be used to prescreen data, or statistical techniques such as ANOVA [26] . Since our strategy minimizes computation in the preprocessing step, we are able to utilize a more complex screening algorithm, namely HMMs, followed by a slower confirmation step with SVM.
In the combined HMM-SVM algorithm, the HMM is utilized as a prescreener that evaluates all traces of the file sequentially, and the SVM is subsequently used as a confirmer that evaluates only those traces selected by the HMM. During the screening step, each HMM is evaluated on the GPR file as described above. If the HMM determines that diffractions are present, the SVM is evaluated on all traces in the FIFO. In order to avoid missing the void in the two true positive cases shown in Fig. 8(a) where the HMM does not classify the void as positive (TP1 and TP2), the HMM results are padded by 1 s (40 traces) at the falling edge. Pseudocode for the combined HMM-SVM algorithm is given in the Appendix. We use the parameters indicated in Table III . Fig. 9 shows the classification results of the combination HMM-SVM algorithm. There were three FN instances at c2, c13, and c16, giving a false negative rate (FNR) of 0.1. There were three FP instances between c8 and c9 (FP1), between c10 and c11 (FP2), and between c19 and c20 (FP3). In total there were 10 FP traces out of 59 422 negative class traces, giving a FPR of 0.0002. Crossing instances labeled TABLE III  PARAMETERS FOR THE COMBINED HMM-SVM ALGORITHM with an x, as in cxn, were interrupted with stops and not included in the training dataset, and therefore not hand labeled as crossings. Since the HMM-SVM algorithm still identified them as crevasses, they are included in the evaluation. The quantitative results for all rosettes are given in Table IV . Again, Rosette 6 is an outlier, since its TPR and FPR are not within 2 standard deviations of the mean. Fig. 10 shows the HMM-SVM results for Rosette 3 geo-referenced to GPS track file points and satellite imagery. 
VIII. DISCUSSION
The methods presented in this paper can alleviate high-risk situations of the current crevasse detection protocol described in Section II and provide improved detection for low strike angle crevasses, two clear needs within the current protocol. Additionally, a robotic approach in which data are collected and classified by a robot-towed radar relieves operator stress and vigilance demands, since the radar record and labeled GPR traces are available for review by an operator when the robot completes the task. The operator can quickly review and assess the labels provided by the HMM-SVM and can quickly identify those regions where there may exist weak FPs or negatives, as defined in Section VII, from the safety of a field camp.
Crevasse detection with GPR is admittedly a niche field, and therefore there are few experts capable of assessing GPR data on-the-fly. In addition, there are different crossing criteria in Antarctica and Greenland. Since diffractions and low amplitude patches can be caused in GPR data by ice lenses or low density snow, the detection of a crevasse by eye is operator contingent. This is considered operator bias, and the post hoc analog is analyzer bias. In an attempt to avoid the former we also avoid the latter, in ensuring that our processing schemes do not require selection of features computed from the data. Similar to how one operator may think a pattern is a crevasse whereas another may not, one analyzer (whether human or automated) may think certain data features are more important than others. This is the status-quo in machine learning-based GPR classification: traces, groups of traces, or neighborhoods of pixels are collapsed into a set of features (usually statistical representations of the data), and from that set the most "important" ones are chosen with the others discarded. This bias is avoided by using the algorithms on raw data, which has at most been downsampled. In this fashion, we retain all of the original data patterns without presuming to "know" which features are important and which are not.
A difficult dilemma in all threat detection procedures is the balance between FPs and FNs. In the combined HMM-SVM algorithm, we achieve an aggregate classification over all rosettes of 0.72 TPR with 0.0008 FPR. Without Rosette 6, which skewed the data, TPR is 0.83 and FPR is 0.0007. Additional data collection will enable better quantitative measurements. Broadly, the combined HMM-SVM utilizes the SVM's high TPR (0.92) to maintain the HMM's high TPR while reducing its FPR. The combination achieves low falsepositive rates, but a human operator must decide whether these false alarms are too distracting. If they generally occur in the vicinity of crevasses, the operator might be able to relax attention during long stretches of clear snow between crevasse fields. Current true-positive rates are reasonable, but crevasses approached at high strike angles are easy to detect manually, with diffractions providing early warning of crevasse arrival. A key question is whether the algorithms outperform operators at detecting crevasses approached at low strike angles, which are more difficult to detect manually. This appears to be the case: low strike angles provide more traces over crevasse voids, increasing algorithm detection rates. This is due to the prolonged time that the antenna is directly over the void, and the fact that the SVMs are trained specifically to identify void traces. Operators could well appreciate automated warnings for crevasses approached at low strike angles.
Rosette 6 represents an outlier when evaluated by the HMM, but not when evaluated with the SVM. This indicates that the separation between diffraction and void was sufficient, but the separation between diffraction and firn was not. An explanation for this can be seen in the satellite image of the placement of Rosette 6 with respect to the crevasses. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , Rosette 6 is placed within the junction of two crevasses that are not quite continuous. This area may constitute an old in-filled crevasse, or a completely collapsed bridge, in which case the diffractions would be less apparent. Indeed, this is the case when visually inspecting the radargram file. If the crevasse was infilled or had a collapsed bridge, the detrimental effects of an FN would be less than an FN for normal crevasses, since a wide distinct void is probably not present. However, it would be prudent to build an HMM on this case as well.
An interesting investigation would be to determine the TPR and FPR for a human operator and compare the values to the HMM-SVM algorithm. However, this would be cost prohibitive and inappropriate, as ground-truth information for crevasses is obtained by snow probes, and would be required for every suspected crevasse along every survey line. Section VII discussed "weak" true positives and FPs. As can be seen in the SVM results, the frequency of "crevasse" classifications is increased within the void regions, and is directly related to the width of the void. This is the reason that shallow angle crevasses are identified better by the SVM. However, sometimes for near-perpendicular angle crevasses with very narrow voids, only a single trace within the void will be classified as "crevasse," and these are termed "weak true positives." Similarly for FPs, if only a single trace is classified as "crevasse" when there is clearly not a crevasse present, this is considered a "weak FP." The distinction is made because this paper avoids implementing a rule that decides whether a cluster of positive classifications represents a crevasse or not. This process, sometimes called "noise cleaning," is often performed to filter results. The advantage of this step would be to remove weak FPs, but the disadvantage would be removal of weak true positives, turning them into FNs, which is the more dangerous of the two situations. Only rarely does the SVM classify a group of firn traces with several "crevasse" classifications; when this does happen, it is conceivable that there actually is a crevasse there that is just not visible to a human operator and thus has not been hand labeled as such. In other words, within this paper, we assume that the hand-labeled GPR traces are correctly labeled, but that need not be the case. More thorough ground-truth information would answer this question. We present results visually, both as individual radargrams and geo-referenced to satellite data and crevasse shapefiles (Figs. 6, 9, and 10) to provide additional information. In the case of geo-referenced results, the number of crevasse classifications in one second (the frequency of GPS track-point collections) is plotted in order to avoid binning results while still showing the relative frequency of crevasse classifications with respect to the shapefiles.
The algorithms presented in this paper are constructed based on the parameters set on the GPR unit before collection, namely the samples per trace (512), time window (120 ns), trace acquisition rate (40 per second), dielectric constant of the snowpack (2.7), filter cutoffs (700 MHz low-pass and 100 MHz high-pass), and the automatic gain control settings. The models would likely need to be recalculated if any of these settings were changed, because they change the amplitude and depth resolution.
As described, the methods presented take the entire vertical trace as example data, and therefore classification is partially dependent on the effect a snow bridge has on the vertical features. A thick snow bridge would reduce the number of samples with low amplitude, and therefore decrease the probability of detection with an SVM. It is conceivable that the radargrams could be broken up vertically into several datasets and classified individually, but this would introduce bias in determining the number of slices to use. As described in Section VII, the way the HMM and SVM are evaluated makes HMM the limiting factor in TPR. Since the algorithms are run sequentially, if the HMM does not identify diffractions, the SVM will not be triggered to identify a void at the falling edge of the HMM prediction. This limitation could be mitigated by running the two algorithms in parallel.
One of the advantages of HMMs is that they are easily multiclass, which simply requires computation of a model for each type of scenario. In this paper, only two classes were considered; namely "diffractions" representing a crevasse case, and "firn." However, one could conceive of several other cases encountered in crevasse detection. Specifically, shallow angle diffractions and near-perpendicular diffractions were all lumped into the "diffraction" model. A next step should be separating these types of diffractions out into two classes to ensure identification.
Autonomous crevasse detection must satisfy two requirements to be operationally valuable: 1) the algorithms must run in real time and 2) correct classification rates must be high. The combined HMM-SVM algorithms execute close to the window needed for real-time GPR traces acquired at 40 Hz, even in a noncompiled language such as MATLAB. Field trials are warranted to assess whether the current classification performance is adequate for operational needs. The next steps are to operate the software, in parallel with manual interpretation, on the real-time GPR data acquired during operational crevasse surveys in Greenland and Antarctica. This will allow us to assess the form of the information presented and update the algorithms based on feedback from skilled operators.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have successfully utilized an HMM prescreening step combined with an SVM confirmation step to reliably detect crevasses of differing width and strike angle, while minimizing FPs. Our experiments suggest that real-time crevasse detection with Yeti is feasible and promising. 
